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(57) ABSTRACT 

Amethod for calculating the P/N ratios of static gates based 
on the voltages presented at the inputs of these static gates. 
The method identi?es the PFETs and NFETs that are used 
When a particular voltage pattern drives the input of a static 
gate. After the FETS have been identi?ed, a maximum and 
minimum P/N ratio is calculated. AmaXimum and minimum 
P/N ratio is determined in order provide more accurate 
models for simulating problems, for example, noise on the 
inputs. Using the P/N ratios created by this method, inte 
grated circuit designers can create computer simulations that 
better model the electrical environment that integrated cir 
cuits operate in and most likely reduce the probability that 
the particular integrated circuit they are designing Will have 
design errors. 
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METHOD FOR CALCULATING THE P/N RATIO 
OF A STATIC GATE BASED ON INPUT VOLTAGES 

CROSS-REFERENCED RELATED 
APPLICATIONS 

[0001] This application is related to an application titled 
“A method for simulating noise on the input of a static gate 
and determining noise on the output”, H.P. docket number 
10007978-1 ?led on or about the same day as the present 
application. 

FIELD OF THE INVENTION 

[0002] This invention relates generally to electronic cir 
cuits. More particularly, this invention relates to integrated 
electronic circuits designed With CMOS Field Effect Tran 
sistors (FETs). 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

[0003] Integrated circuits are electrical circuits comprised 
of transistors, resistors, capacitors, and other components on 
a single semiconductor “chip”. The components on a chip 
are interconnected to perform a given function or number of 
functions, such as a microprocessor, a programmable logic 
device (PLD), a electrically erasable programmable memory 
(EEPROM), a random access memory (RAM), an opera 
tional ampli?er, or a voltage regulator. A circuit designer 
typically designs the integrated circuit by creating a circuit 
schematic indicating the electrical components and their 
interconnections. Designs can be simulated by computer to 
verify functionality and ensure performance goals are sat 
is?ed. 

[0004] In the World of electrical device engineering, the 
design and analysis Work involved in producing electronic 
devices is often performed using electronic computer aided 
design (E-CAD) tools. Electronic devices include electrical 
analog, digital, mixed hardWare, optical, electromechanical, 
and a variety of other electrical devices. The design and the 
subsequent simulation of any circuit board, VLSI chip, or 
other electrical device via E-CAD tools alloWs a product to 
be thoroughly tested and often eliminates the need for 
building a prototype. Thus, today’s sophisticated E-CAD 
tools may enable the circuit manufacturer to go directly to 
the manufacturing stage Without costly, time consuming 
prototyping. 
[0005] In order to perform the simulation and analysis of 
a hardWare device, E-CAD tools must deal With an elec 
tronic representation of the hardWare device. A “netlist” is 
one common representation of a hardWare device. A“netlist” 
is a detailed circuit speci?cation used by logic synthesiZers, 
circuit simulators and other circuit design tools. A netlist 
typically comprises information on circuit components and 
the interconnections betWeen those components. 

[0006] TWo forms of a netlist are the ?at netlist and the 
hierarchical netlist. Often a netlist Will contain a number of 
circuit “modules” Which are used repetitively throughout the 
larger circuit. A?at netlist contains multiple copies of circuit 
modules essentially containing no boundary differentiation 
betWeen circuit modules and other components in the 
device. By Way of analogy, one graphical representation of 
a ?at netlist is simply the complete schematic of the circuit 
device represented With primatives only. 
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[0007] In contrast, a hierarchical netlist Will only maintain 
one copy of a circuit module that may be used in multiple 
locations. By Way of analogy, one graphical representation 
of a hierarchical netlist Would shoW the basic and/or non 
repetitive devices in a schematic form and the more complex 
and/or repetitive circuit modules Would be represented by 
“black boxes.” Ablack box is a system or component Whose 
inputs, outputs, and general function are knoWn, but Whose 
contents are not shoWn. These “black box” representations 
may mask the complexities of the circuit alloWing a level of 
abstraction that may shoW only inputs and outputs or some 
other small set of information. 

[0008] The design of an integrated circuit can be repre 
sented at different levels of abstraction, such as the Register 
Transfer level (RTL) and the logic level, using a hardWare 
description language (HDL). VHDL and Verilog are 
examples of HDL languages. At any abstraction level, an 
integrated circuit design may be speci?ed using behavioral 
or structural descriptions or a mix of both. At the logical 
level, the behavioral description is speci?ed using boolean 
equations. The structural description is represented as a 
netlist of primative cells. Examples of primitive cells are 
full-adders, NAND gates, latches, and D-Flip Flops. 

[0009] Systems may use the information provided in 
netlists to evaluate circuit timing and other related param 
eters. More speci?cally, systems may perform a timing 
analysis of circuits using netlist ?les. Although the opera 
tional speci?cs may vary from system to system, generally 
such systems may operate by identifying certain critical 
timing paths, then evaluating the circuit to determine 
Whether timing violations may occur through the critical 
paths. Timing speci?cations may be provided to such sys 
tems by Way of a con?guration ?le. 

[0010] One such system is marketed under the name 
PathMill, by EPIC Design Technology, Inc. (purchased by 
Synopsys). PathMill is a transistor-based analysis tool used 
to ?nd critical paths and verify timing in semiconductor 
designs. Using static and mixed-level timing analysis, Path 
Mill processes transistors, gates, and timing models. It also 
calculates timing delays, performs path searches, and checks 
timing requirements. PathMill can analyZe combinational 
designs containing gates, and sequential designs containing 
gates, latches, ?ip-?ops, and clocks. Combinational designs 
are generally measured through the longest and shortest 
paths. 

[0011] While tools such as these are useful for the design 
veri?cation process after layout, there are various shortcom 
ings in the PathMill product and other similar products. For 
example, there is a often a need to identify gates such as 
NAND gates and NOR gates from a transistor level circuit 
design, in order to verify that certain design criteria have not 
been violated. For example, it is sometimes desirable to 
insure that the PFET (P-channel Field Effect Transistor) to 
NFET (N-channel Field Effect Transistor) transistor Width 
ratio, (Wp/Lp)/(Wn/Ln), is Within a certain prede?ned range 
for certain gates (e.g., NOR and NAND gates). The PFET 
to-NFET transistor Width ratio is also dependent on the input 
voltages supplied to the gates. Accordingly, there is a need 
to provide a design tool that evaluates a netlist or other 
electronic ?le representative of an electronic circuit to 
identify the PFET-to-NFET transistor Width ratios of static 
gates based on the inputs to these gates. 
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SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

[0012] In a preferred embodiment, the invention provides 
a more accurate PFET(P-type Field Effect Transistor) tran 
sistor Width to NFET (N-type Field Effect Transistor) tran 
sistor Width ratio, P/N, of static gates, for use With circuit 
design tools. The invention identi?es a maximum and mini 
mum P/N ratio for each possible logical input combination 
to a static gate. A maximum and minimum P/N ratio is then 
selected from the P/N values calculated for each logical 
input combination. The maximum and minimum P/N values 
may then be used With circuit design tools to evaluate noise 
problems With static gates. This method enables circuit 
designers to better design VLSI chips and as a result 
decrease the chances that hardWare Will have design ?aWs. 

[0013] Other aspects and advantages of the present inven 
tion Will become apparent from the folloWing detailed 
description, taken in conjunction With the accompanying 
draWing, illustrating by Way of example the principles of the 
invention. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

[0014] 
gate. 

[0015] FIG. 2 is a schematic draWing of an NOR static 
logic gate. 

[0016] FIG. 3 is a schematic draWing of an NAND static 
logic gate. 

FIG. 1 is a schematic draWing of an inverting logic 

[0017] FIG. 4 is a schematic draWing of a complex static 
logic gate. 

[0018] FIG. 5a is part of a How diagram of the method 
used to calculate the minimum P/N value for a static logic 
circuit. 

[0019] FIG. 5b is part of a How diagram of the method 
used to calculate the minimum P/N value for a static logic 
circuit. 

[0020] FIG. 5c is part of a How diagram of the method 
used to calculate the minimum P/N value for a static logic 
circuit. 

[0021] FIG. 6a is part of a How diagram of the method 
used to calculate the maximum P/N value for a static logic 
circuit. 

[0022] FIG. 6b is part of a How diagram of the method 
used to calculate the maximum P/N value for a static logic 
circuit. 

[0023] FIG. 6c is part of a How diagram of the method 
used to calculate the maximum P/N value for a static logic 
circuit. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE 
PREFERRED EMBODIMENT 

[0024] For the purposes of this discussion, the trip-point of 
a static logic gate may be de?ned as the voltage applied to 
the input of a static logic gate such that the output of the 
static gate is equal to the input. This value can be determined 
by using SPICE or some other circuit simulator, or some 
other knoWn analytical methods. FIG. 1 is a schematic 
draWing of an inverter. Using SPICE or some other circuit 
simulator, the trip-point of the inverter in FIG. 1 can be 
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determined by connecting the output, 102, to the input, 100 
and alloWing the voltage on node 102 and node 100 to reach 
a steady state value. In the case of the inverter in FIG. 1, the 
output, 102, Will begin to fall to a loWer voltage than the 
trip-point voltage as the input, 100, is raised above the 
voltage of the trip-point voltage. If the input voltage, 100, is 
loWered beloW the trip-point, the output voltage, 102, Will 
begin to raise above the trip-point voltage. The trip-point is 
determined primarily by the ratio of the PFET, PFET1, to the 
NFET, NFET1. Other parameters such as temperature and 
process variations can change the trip-point but these param 
eters are usually accounted for in a SPICE simulation. In 
FIG. 1, the trip-point can be raised, closer to the supply rail, 
VDD, by either increasing the Width of PFET1 or decreasing 
the Width of NFET1 or doing both. Conversely, the trip 
point of the inverter in FIG. 1 can be loWered by either 
increasing the Width of NFET1 or decreasing the Width of 
PFET1 or doing both. Often, the lengths of PFET1 and 
NFET1 are the same value and can not be adjusted. The 
particular P/N ratio chosen for a particular circuit may be 
dependent on What sWitching speed is needed for a particular 
transition edge. For example, if a designer Wanted the 
positive-going edge (loW to high voltage) on the input of an 
inverter to sWitch more quickly than the negative-going edge 
(high to loW voltage), the Width of the NFET could be 
increased or the Width of the PFET could be decreased or 
both. The length of the PFET and the NFET are usually the 
same so the P/N ratio is usually the Width of the PFET 
divided by the Width of the NFET. In the case Where the 
lengths of the PFET and NFET are different, the P/N ratio is 
(Wp/Lp)/(Wn/Ln). The absolute Widths of the PFET and 
NFET are dependent on other factors such as the load the 
inverter is driving. In a noiseless environment, on a chip 
using CMOS static gates, the input to a gate Would ideally 
be either supply rail, VDD or GND. HoWever, this does not 
alWays occur in actual practice. Noise may occur in a circuit, 
and it may cause noise that may propagate through circuits 
and cause timing or data errors, or other problems. 

[0025] Noise may be caused by many sources. For 
example, noise may occur When the input momentarily 
raises above the trip-point of a gate While being held loW or 
falls beloW the trip-point of the static gate While the input is 
being held high. In FIG. 1, if the input, 100, is held loW and 
the input raises above the trip-point of the inverter, the 
output, 102 Will momentarily, fall to a voltage loWer than 
VDD. Noise on inputs may be caused by “ground-bounce”, 
capacitive coupling betWeen other lines, along With other 
causes. In order to more accurately detect data errors, timing 
errors or other problems caused by glitches, it is important 
to more accurately calculate P/N ratios on static gates. The 
method described folloWing alloWs more accurate P/N ratios 
to be calculated. 

[0026] To illustrate the method used to determine a P/N 
ratio, FIG. 2 Will be used as an example. First, the static 
NOR gate shoWn in FIG. 2 is extracted using an automated 
method. One method to extract static logic is disclosed in 
US. Pat. No. 6,077,717. This document is hereby incorpo 
rated herein by reference. The ?rst calculation done is the 
maximum P/N ratio. In this case, the output normally is 
being held “loW” and any noise added Will try to raise the 
output voltage and possibly cause a glitch. The maximum 
P/N ratio makes it “easier” for noise to raise the loW voltage 
of the output, node 204 to a higher voltage. Next, a “branch” 
in the NOR gate is identi?ed. A “branch” is de?ned as a 
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unique path from the static gate output, through a FET (Field 
Effect Transistor) or a series of FETs to either supply rail, 
VDD or GND. In the particular case shoWn in FIG. 2, a 
branch from node 204 to VDD is identi?ed. The method asks 
if this branch is alWays on, and if it is on, it aborts the 
program because this indicates the output of the gate is 
permanently connected to the supply rail VDD and not 
controlled by an input signal. There are tWo PFETs (P-type 
Field Effect Transistor) in series in this branch. Each PFET, 
PFET21 and PFET22, has a different signal driving their 
gates. PFET21 has signal A driving node 206 and PFET22 
has signal B driving node 208. Since the P/N ratio is 
calculated based on the signal pattern on each gate, the 
method may choose signal A, node 206 ?rst. For this case, 
the method assumes that node 206 is high, (“off’ for a PFET) 
and that node 208 is loW, (“on” for a PFET). Since the Width 
of PFET21 is 10.65 the program stores this value for the 
Widest PFET for signalAand stores the name of signal B and 
the fact that signal B, 208 is on. Since PFET21 is the only 
FET driven by signal A in this branch, the program ask if 
there is another branch connected from the output, node 204 
to VDD and has a FET controlled by signal A. There is only 
one branch from the output, node 204 to VDD in FIG. 2, so 
the program next calculates the smallest Width of a NFET 
that is controlled by signal A, node 206 and is contained in 
a branch from the output, node 204 to GND. There is only 
one branch With the signal A, node 206, that controls the gate 
of an NFET. The Width of this NFET, NFET21 is 4.9, so the 
minimum Width is 4.9. The maximum P/N ratio is noW 
calculated for signal A, node 206. The P Width is 10.65 and 
the N Width is 4.9 so the P/N ratio is 10.65/49. This is a 
Worst case value because the Width of PFET22 Was not 
included in series With the Width of PFET22. If it had been 
included, the maximum value of the P Width Would have 
been smaller and the effect of noise Would not have been as 
pronounced in this case. Calculating the maximum P Width 
in this Way gives a more pessimistic value, Which may 
provide some margin for error When modeling noise or other 
related problems. The maximum P/N ratio for signal B, node 
208, is calculated in a similar Way With the result of a P/N 
ratio of 7.5/4.9. The method used to determine the maximum 
P/N ratio for a given signal is also illustrated in Table 1. 

TABLE 1 

for each (p-fet branch) 
{ 

if (contains SUT FET) 

Store biggest SUT FET Width in the branch (this is 
pessimistic, the optimistic case Would be to parallelize all SUT FET 
Widths in branch) and all signal names Which Were set lOW to turn on 
the branch (except SUT). 

} 
else if (branch alWays on) 
{ 

} 
} 
for each (n-fet branch) 

abort noise analysis 

if (contains SUT FET) 
{ 

Store effective branch Width (parallelize all FETs 
Widths in branch) and all signal names Which Were set high to turn on 
the branch (except SUT). 

else if (branch alWays on) 
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TABLE 1-continued 

abort noise analysis 

for each (n-fet compressed branch #1) 

for each (n-fet compressed branch #2) 

if (cb# 2 != cb#1) 

if (n-fet cb#2 is alWays on because of logic 
values in n-fet cb#1 or global de?nes) 

add cb#2 eff. Width to cb#1 eff. Width. 
remove cb#2. 

} 
} 

} 

for each (n-fet super compressed branch) 

total p-fet eff. Width = O 

for each (p-fet compressed branch) 

if (p-fet branch can be turned on) 

total p-fet eff. Width += branch eff. Width 

} 
} 
if (highest p:n ratio seen so far) 

max. gate p:n ratio = total p-fet eff. Width/n-fet spb 
Width 

[0027] The same method used to calculate the maximum 
P/N ratio is used to calculate the minimum P/N except the 
maximum NFET value is calculated in the same Way the 
maximum PFET Was determined and the minimum PFET 
value is calculated in the same Way the minimum NFET Was 
determined. One case Where the minimum P/N ratio may be 
used is When the output is being held high and noise on the 
NFETs of the static circuit may try to drag the voltage on the 
output loWer. Again, using the NOR static gate in FIG. 2, the 
program looks for a branch from the output, node 204 to 
GND. In this case, there are tWo branches connected to 
GND. One branch contains NFET21 Which is controlled by 
signal A, node 206, and the other branch contains NFET22 
controlled by signal B, node 208. The maximum Width for 
both of these branches is 4.9. Next, the branches from the 
output, node 204, to VDD are determined. In this case, there 
is only one branch. The minimum P Width for both signal A 
and signal B is by calculated by “paralleliZing” the Widths of 
PFET21 and PFET22. The Width of PFET21 is 10.65 and the 
Width of PFET22 is 7.3. When these tWo Widths are paral 
leliZed, the result is a Width of 4.33. The method used for 
paralleliZing FET Widths in series is shoW in equation 1. 

[0028] Using the P value calculated above, 4.33 and the N 
value previously derived, the minimum P/N ratio for both 
signal A, node 206 and signal B, node 208 is 4.33/4.9. The 
bene?t of calculating both a maximum and minimum P/N 
ratio can be seen in this example. When the output of the 
NOR gate in FIG. 2 is being held loW, the maximum P/N 
ratio, 10.65/49 Would more likely drag the output, node 204 
higher than a P/N ratio of 4.33/4.9 Would given a glitch on 
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signal A, node 206. The minimum P/N ratio, 4.33/49, Would 
more likely create a glitch When the output, node 204, is held 
high, and signal A, node 206 glitches high, than the maXi 
mum P/N ratio, 10.65/49. The input values to signals A and 
B, nodes 206 and 208 respectively, that are necessary to 
make possible the maXimum and minimum P/N ratios, are 
stored along With the calculated P/N ratios. The algorithm 
for calculating the maXimum P/N ratio for a given signal is 
shoWn in FIGS. 6A, 6B, and 6C. The algorithm for calcu 
lating the minimum P/N ratio for a given signal is shoWn in 
FIGS. 5A, 5B, and SC. 

[0029] In FIG. 5A, a step 502, selects a N-branch and 
proceeds to a step 504. In a step 504, the process determines 
if the selected N-branch is alWays on. If yes, a step 506 ends 
the program. If no, the process proceeds to a step 508. In a 
step 508, the process determines if a branch contains the 
SUT FET. If yes, a step 510 stores the largest SUT FET 
Width and proceeds to a step 512. In a step 512, the process 
stores signals gate-connected to other FETs in the branch, 
and proceeds to a step 514. If no, the process proceeds to a 
step 514. In a step 514, the process determines if all the 
N-branches are done. If yes, a step 516 selects a P-branch 
and proceeds to a step 518. If no, the process returns to a step 
502. In a step 518, the process determines if the selected 
P-branch is alWays on. If yes, a step 520 ends the program. 
If no, the process proceeds to a step 522. In a step 522, the 
process determines if the selected branch contains a SUT 
FET. If yes, a step 524 paralleliZes all FET Widths and stores 
them and proceeds to a step 526. In a step 526, the process 
stores signal names gate-connected to other FETs in the 
branch and proceeds to a step 528. If no, the process 
proceeds to a step 528. In a step 528, the process determines 
if all the P-branches have been done. If yes, the process 
proceeds to step 530 shoW in FIG. 5B. If no, the process 
returns to step 516. 

[0030] In a step 530, the process compresses the 
P-branches and if one P-branch is alWays on When the 
signals on the gates of another are on, the process adds the 
effective Widths and proceeds to a step 532. In a step 532, the 
process determines if more compression can be done. If yes, 
the process returns to step 530. If no, the process proceeds 
to a step 534. In a step 534, the process selects the neXt 
fully-compressed P-branch and proceeds to a step 536. In a 
step 536, the neXt n-branch is selected and the process 
proceeds to a step 538. In a step 538, the process determines 
if the selected n-branch can be turned on given that the 
P-branch signal are high. If yes, the process proceeds to a 
step 540. In a step 540, the process adds the n-branch Width 
to the current total n-Width for the fully-compressed 
P-branch and the process proceeds to a step 542. If no, the 
process proceeds to a step 542. In a step 542, the process 
determines if the P-branch has been compared to all 
N-branches. If yes, the process proceeds to a step 544 shoWn 
on FIG. 5C. If no, the process returns to step 536. 

[0031] In a step 544, the process determines if the total 
N-Width to P-branch Width is the largest so far. If yes, the 
process proceeds to a step 546. In a step 546, the process 
stores the P/N ratio and proceeds to a step 548. In a step 548, 
the process stores pointers to the branches used. If no, the 
process proceeds to a step 550. In a step 550, the process 
determines if all fully compressed P-branches are done. If 
yes, the process proceeds to a step 552. In a step 552, the 
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process outputs a minimum P/N ratio and the FET names 
used in the branches. If no, the process returns to step 534. 

[0032] In FIG. 6A, a step 602, selects a P-branch and 
proceeds to a step 604. In a step 604, the process determines 
if the selected P-branch is alWays on. If yes, a step 606 ends 
the program. If no, the process proceeds to a step 608. In a 
step 608, the process determines if a branch contains the 
SUT FET. If yes, a step 610 stores the largest SUT FET 
Width and proceeds to a step 612. In a step 612, the process 
stores signals gate-connected to other FETs in the branch, 
and proceeds to a step 614. If no, the process proceeds to a 
step 614. In a step 614, the process determines if all the 
P-branches are done. If yes, a step 616 selects a N-branch 
and proceeds to a step 618. If no, the process returns to a step 
602. In a step 618, the process determines if the selected 
N-branch is alWays on. If yes, a step 620 aborts the program. 
If no, the process proceeds to a step 622. In a step 622, the 
process determines if the selected branch contains a SUT 
FET. If yes, a step 624 paralleliZes all FET Widths and stores 
them and proceeds to a step 626. In a step 626, the process 
stores signal names gate-connected to other FETs in the 
branch and proceeds to a step 628. If no, the process 
proceeds to a step 628. In a step 628, the process determines 
if all the N-branches have been done. If yes, the process 
proceeds to step 630 shoW in FIG. 5B. If no, the process 
returns to step 616. 

[0033] In a step 630, the process compresses the 
N-branches and if one N-branch is alWays on When the 
signals on the gates of another are on, the process adds the 
effective Widths and proceeds to a step 632. In a step 632, the 
process determines if more compression can be done. If yes, 
the process returns to step 630. If no, the process proceeds 
to a step 634. In a step 634, the process selects the neXt 
fully-compressed N-branch and proceeds to a step 636. In a 
step 636, the neXt P-branch is selected and the process 
proceeds to a step 638. In a step 638, the process determines 
if the selected P-branch can be turned on given that the 
N-branch signal are loW. If yes, the process proceeds to a 
step 640. In a step 640, the process adds the p-branch Width 
to the current total p-Width for the fully-compressed 
N-branch and the process proceeds to a step 642. If no, the 
process proceeds to a step 642. In a step 642, the process 
determines if the N-branch has been compared to all 
P-branches. If yes, the process proceeds to a step 644 shoWn 
on FIG. 6C. If no, the process returns to step 636. 

[0034] In a step 644, the process determines if the total 
P-Width to N-branch Width is the largest so far. If yes, the 
process proceeds to a step 646. In a step 646, the process 
stores the P/N ratio and proceeds to a step 648. In a step 648, 
the process stores pointers to the branches used. If no, the 
process proceeds to a step 650. In a step 650, the process 
determines if all fully compressed N-branches are done. If 
yes, the process proceeds to a step 652. In a step 652, the 
process outputs a maXimum P/N ratio and the FET names 
used in the branches. If no, the process returns to step 634. 

[0035] FIG. 3 contains a schematic of a tWo-input static 
NAND gate. In this eXample the maXimum P/N ratio for 
signal A is determined by using the only PFET, PFET31, 
Width contented to signal A, node 306, 5.5 and the paral 
leliZed value of NFET31 and NFET32 in series, 2.66. This 
calculation results in a maXimum P/N ratio for signal A, 
node 306 of 5.5/2.66. The maXimum P/N ratio for signal B, 
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node 304 is calculated in a similar Way. PFET32 has a Width 
of 7.5 and the paralleliZed value of NFET31 and NFET32 in 
series is again 2.66 resulting in a value of 7.5/2.66. These 
calculations illustrate the importance of determining the 
maximum P/N ratio for each signal. Signal B, node 304 has 
a larger maximum P/N ratio than signal A, node 306 and 
Would most likely be more sensitive to noise driving the 
output, node 302, higher than its nominally held loW value. 

[0036] The minimum P/N ratio for signal A, node 306, in 
the static NAND gate shoWn in FIG. 3 is 55/65. In this 
case, the P value is the Width, 5.5, of PFET31 and the N 
value is the Width, 6.5, of NFET31. The paralleliZed value 
of NFET31 and NFET32 is not used because this Would 
result in a smaller N value, 2.66. The method uses the Width 
of NFET31 instead of the paralleliZed value of NFET31 and 
NFET32 because this creates a Worse case and therefore 
gives more margin for error. The minimum P/N ratio for 
signal B is calculated in a similar Way. The P value is the 
Width of PFET32, 7.5, and the N value is the Width of 
NFET32, 4.5 resulting in a minimum P/N ratio for signal B, 
node 305, of 75/45. Again, this illustrates the importance of 
determining the minimum value P/N ratio of each signal. 
Signal A, node 306, has the smaller ratio and Would most 
likely be more sensitive to noise pulling the output, node 302 
loWer. 

[0037] FIG. 4 contains a schematic of a complex static 
logic gate. In this example, there are three branches to VDD 
and tWo branches to GND. The P value for both the 
maximum and minimum P/N ratio is the PFET Width 
associated With each signal because there is only one signal 
in each branch. Signal A, node 402 has a P value of 29.6, the 
Width of PFET41. Signal B, node 404, has a P value of 30.6, 
the Width of PFET42, While signal C, node 406, has a P value 
of 28.6, the Width of PFET43. The N value for the maximum 
P/N ratio for signal A is 11.8 because both branches leading 
to ground contain signal A, node 402. In order for both 
branches to conduct to ground signals B and C must be high. 
The effective Width for each branch is the paralleliZed value 
of the tWo NFETs in series, 5.9. Since both branches are 
conducting, the effective Width of both branches is the sum 
of both effective Widths of each branch, 11.8. The resultant 
maximum P/N ratio for signal A is 29.6/11.8. The N value 
for the maximum P/N ratio for signal B, node 404, is the 
paralleliZed value of the branch that contains NFET42 and 
NFET44, 5 .9. In a similar manner, the N value for the 
maximum P/N ratio for signal C, node 406, is the parallel 
iZed value of the branch that contains NFET41 and NFET43, 
5.9. The resultant maximum P/N ratios for signal B and 
signal C is 30.6/59 and 286/5 .9 respectively. 

[0038] The foregoing description of the present invention 
has been presented for purposes of illustration and descrip 
tion. It is not intended to be exhaustive or to limit the 
invention to the precise form disclosed, and other modi? 
cations and variations may be possible in light of the above 
teachings. The embodiment Was chosen and described in 
order to best explain the principles of the invention and its 
practical application to thereby enable others skilled in the 
art to best utiliZe the invention in various embodiments and 
various modi?cations as are suited to the particular use 
contemplated. It is intended that the appended claims be 
construed to include other alternative embodiments of the 
invention except insofar as limited by the prior art. 
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What is claimed is: 
1) A method for determining P/N ratios in static logic 

gates comprising: 

a) identifying directly-connected FETs of a ?rst type 
connected to an output node; 

b) identifying directly-connected FETs of a second type 
connected to said output node; 

c) identifying branches of a ?rst type created by said ?rst 
type FETs connected to said output node; 

d) identifying branches of a second type created by said 
second type FETs connected to said output node; 

e) selecting an alloWable input voltage; 

f) storing Width values of all said ?rst type FETs activated 
by said chosen input values; 

g) storing Width values of all said second type FETs 
activated by said chosen input values; 

h) determining an effective Width of said stored Width 
values in step 

i) determining an effective Width of said stored Width 
values in step (g); 

dividing the effective Width in step (h) by the effective 
Width in step (i); 

k) repeating steps (e) through until all possible input 
voltage combinations have been exhausted. 

2) The method as in claim 1 Wherein the FETs of a ?rst 
type are PFETs. 

3) The method as in claim 1 Wherein the FETs of a second 
type are NFETs. 

4) The method as in claim 1 Wherein the FETs of a ?rst 
type are PFETs and the FETs of a second type are NFETs. 

5) The method as in claim 4 Wherein a maximum P/N 
value is calculated. 

6) The method as in claim 4 Wherein a minimum P/N 
value is calculated. 

7) Acomputer-readable medium having computer-execut 
able instructions for performing a method for determining 
P/N ratios in static logic gates comprising: 

a) identifying directly-connected FETs of a ?rst type 
connected to an output node; 

b) identifying directly-connected FETs of a second type 
connected to said output node; 

c) identifying branches of a ?rst type created by said ?rst 
type FETs connected to said output node; 

d) identifying branches of a second type created by said 
second type FETs connected to said output node; 

e) selecting an alloWable input voltage; 

f) storing Width values of all said ?rst type FETs activated 
by said chosen input values; 

g) storing Width values of all said second type FETs 
activated by said chosen input values; 

h) determining an effective Width of said stored Width 
values in step 

i) determining an effective Width of said stored Width 
values in step (g); 
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dividing the effective Width in step (h) by the effective 
Width in step (i); 

k) repeating steps (e) through until all possible input 
voltage combinations have been exhausted. 

8) The medium as in claim 7 Wherein the FETs of a ?rst 
type are PFETs. 

9) The medium as in claim 7 Wherein the FETs of a second 
type are NFETs. 

10) The medium as in claim 7 Wherein the FETs of a ?rst 
type are PFETs and the FETs of a second type are NFETs. 

11) The medium as in claim 10 Wherein a maXimum P/N 
value is calculated. 

12) The medium as in claim 10 Wherein a minimum P/N 
value is calculated. 

13) A computer system for calculating P/N ratios in static 
logic gates in a circuit design comprising: 

a) a storage medium; 

b) a softWare program stored on the storage medium for 
calculating P/N ratios in static logic gates in circuit 
designs, said softWare comprising a set of instructions 
for: 

1) identifying directly-connected FETs of a ?rst type 
connected to an output node; 

2) identifying directly-connected FETs of a second type 
connected to said output node; 

3) identifying branches of a ?rst type created by said 
?rst type FETs connected to said output node; 

4) identifying branches of a second type created by said 
second type FETs connected to said output node; 
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5) selecting an alloWable input voltage; 

6) storing Width values of all said ?rst type FETs 
activated by said chosen input values; 

7) storing Width values of all said second type FETs 
activated by said chosen input values; 

8) determining an effective Width of said stored Width 
values in step (6); 

9) determining an effective Width of said stored Width 
values in step (7); 

10) dividing the effective Width in step (8) by the 
effective Width in step (9); 

11) repeating steps (5) through (10) until all possible 
input voltage combinations have been eXhausted. 

14) The computer system as in claim 13 Wherein the FETs 
of a ?rst type are PFETs. 

15) The computer system as in claim 13 Wherein the FETs 
of a second type are NFETs. 

16) The computer system as in claim 13 Wherein the FETs 
of a ?rst type are PFETs and the FETs of a second type are 
NFETs. 

17) The computer system as in claim 16 Wherein a 
maXimum P/N value is calculated. 

18) The computer system as in claim 16 Wherein a 
minimum P/N value is calculated. 


